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ANALYSIS OF THE DEUTERON D1STRIBUTION EMERGING FROM THE FMIT RFQ*

G. Boicourt, d. Chidley,** K. Crandall, R, Jameson, R. Stokes, and T. Hangler
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87S45

W!!!!u
Kncwledge of the properties of the input beam is

necessary for evaluating losses in a drift-tube linac
(LITL). TheFMIT (Fusion Materials Irradiation Test
Facility) accelerator will use a Radio-Frequency Quad-
ruple (RFC/) structure as the first accelerator stage
that feeds a drift-tube section. As the first step in
evaluating beam spill in the drift-tube section and
output transport, we studied the properties of the
beam exiting theRFQ, An RFQ, becwse of its
electric-field focusing, allows particles of any
energy to pass through its structure. Thus, its out-
put is essentially different from the output of an
accelerator that uses strong focusing magnets. The
study presents surfaces giving the number of particles
as a function of position in various planes of phase
space. Two PARMILA codes were used: a standard
longitudinal position-dependent code, and a time-
d.pendent code. The codes give siightly different
answers,

Introduction

lhe Ff41T acceler.~tori has strinqent limits cn
the allowed beam spill in the drift-tube serlic,n and
the High-Energy Beam Transport (HEFT). Th( beam s~ill
in the critical sections mainly will be determined by
ttw properties of the beam emerging frmn thi’ R[u’
that feeds the drift-tube linac.

Of primary irterest is the identification of
those beam regions that give rise to particles that
Will be lost in the drift-tube section, He expect
that such part-iles will be characterized bj havinq
●ither a single extreme in one of the Sia ph~se-spacl~
dimensions or a relative extreme in one of the two-
dimensional phase planes, ;hus, low energy by itself
is enough to cause a particle to be lo~t, but thv
w:ung combination of phase and energy alsa will result
in loss, This should explain our intrrc~,t in
~lx-di~nsiunal beam propertle$,

Method

The dpsign of thp FMIT RFQ is dpscribed in
another paper presented at this mcrtirlcl.z

Computer simulations of beams from the FMIT RFO
were made, using two particle-d,ynamic$ codes:
PARMTEQ B and PARflTEQ C. PARMT[Q B is n rorh= in which
the independent variable is the awial positiln (Z) in
ttIe accelerator and will be r~ferred to as thr 2-code,
P4RMTEQ C uses time as the variable of intcgrdtioll and
will be referred to as the T-code. The usc of two
codes gives us two slightly differ~nt muticls of
reality, because slightly different formulations aro
forced by the use of different independent variables.

The electrical focusing in “FQ\ allows prrtirl~s
of all energies t~ trm ,rse the accelerator. Ihe
number of low-energyparticles lost frcm, or not
captured in the bucket, may be small; therefore,

considerable effort was made to use er!ough particles
to get reasonable statistics. The results presented
below are based on individual runs, with the initial
number of particles set at more than 42 000.

The beams emerging from the RFQ were analyzed in
several ways, Histograms were made of the distribu-
tions of the particles in each of the six dimensior,s
of phtise space. Three-dimensional surfaces, showing
the particle distributions in various two-dimensional
phase planes, were made by sorting the particles into
rectangular bins in the desired planes. Stanoard rms
methods were used to calculate emittances and the
Courant-Snyder beam parameters

Table I gives the properties of the be?n’s
transverse input and output. The emittances are
norm~lizec! and in units of cm-mrad, and ar[ to hc
multiplied by n to obtain an emittar,ce area. The
a’s are unitless and the B’s have units of Cm/r~d.
lhe output beam i,~cludes all particles leavina the
PrO, even thosp WP1l out of the bucket in energy.

Results

Tahlt, I

lransvprs~, Prop@r!l?s cf i.!FQInput and Gutpu’. Bea~,

9UZ 3.C:: 31.7 0.07
1(.)[)% 3.6/ 310B 0.10

OUtPJ* frOMRrC

Z-[odp
7X 5,05 12t).u 0.18

100% 2,4? 61.4 101,’$
l-:odc
–=X 3,9: 11(1,7 0.21

100% O,R1 24,7 93.86

Cly By [y

.4.99 117,5 lJ.1~
-2.17 51,3 iJ@.56

-4,66 96.3 (),l@
-o,7tl 20.0 75,;)(,

ThP tran$vmrcn ~urf~cps characterizing the br.l-
PmII!-UIIlq from th~, FPfll RFG do not shoh not!ceaf 1P
diffcrrnces brtwe~’n th~~ T- and p-codes, Surfacv< of

X-1’ and V-V’ arr shown in FiQs. I and ;; h~th appral
to hr rough!v elliptical, hith th@ part irlr drn%itv

‘~ti=p-d under the auspices of th~ U$
I)epartment of Energy,

●*Lhalk River Nuclear Laboratory, Chalk River,
Ontario, Canada.
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rig, 1, The a-x’ surfac~ of the beam at the e~tt of
the RFIJ. (T-code)
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Fig. 2. The y-y ‘ surface of the beam at the exit of
the RFQ. (T-code)

falling off along the major axis, in what appears to
be a roughly Gaussian manner. Along the mtnor axis,
the fall-off seems more sudden. Histograms of the
beam in the four transverse coordinates tend to con-
firm thece observations about the x-x’ and y -y’
surfaces.

The beam distribution in physical transverse
space Is shown in Ftg. 3. The RFQ ends at the point
in the cell where the beam is nearly round. The
“mountain” is quite syntnetrical and the only unusual
feature is the pr~sence of a “lava steeple” in the
center of the [rater. The “steeple” appears in both
T- and Z-code co~~tations and seems to be character-
istic, because it also appears in the output of oth~r
RFQ’s.

“0

Fig, 3. The x-y sllrface of the beam at the exit of
the RFQ. (l-code)

Longitudinally, th~ agreement between the two
codes 4s not as satlsf~ctory. rwO views of the +ti
surface produceo by the T-code are shown In Figs, 4
and 5. Tht dasign values for the outp’jt phase and
energy are -30” and 2.OMeV, Figures 6 and 7 show
tIIS +U surface produced by the Z-code,

Fig, 4. The +U surfaca of tha RFQ bemn produced
by tho T-code.

“0

Fig. 5. Same surface as Fig. 4, but viewed
another angle.

-’a c

“u

Fig. 6, @li surface of the RFQ b~am produced by
the Z-code. Compare with Fig, 4.

0

Fig. 7. Surface of Fig, 6 viewed frmn another
tngle. Compare with Fig. 5.

These surfaces do not show the tntire extent of
the beam. The fu?l beam contains a 360” phase spread,
and an energy spread from 0,03 WV to 2.09 Me’i. The
surfaces shown contain #bout 97,8% of the output beam
for the T-code and about 99.2% for the Z-code,

The Z-code +U surface scams to havt m almost
rectangular boundary. The ●U surface produced by
the T-code is more fishlike, having t tail projecting
toward the lou-energy and postttve phase,

The Iou-enerHy portion In the T.code run it sub-
Stant,islly greatw than for the 2-code run, This tS
evident fr~ t c~arison of th~ Iogtrithmic histo-
Qruns shown lIIFtgs. 8 and9.

In three simulations. all particles enitinq the
R~Q were within tha tran~verso acc@pt#nce of the
DTL. Particles with ●ncrgies b~lon 1,9 W m
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Fig. U. Logarithmic histogram of the eneray
distrihutlon exiting thr,Pr9, l..codI
cal(.,~lc!i’,r},Tht, lr,~-fI..I,:,!-.,i]
(C 1.85 Mrk) ron!~illr 7,?% of tctal b~~,l.r.
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almost entirely responsible for the numerically
o~served losses in the FMIT DT1 section, when RFQ
calculated inpJt is used. Therefore, the differences
shown in Figs. 8 and 9 are of considerable Importance
in designing the DTL portion to acconnodate the power
deposited by the lost portion of the beam. The
extreme low-energy portion of the beam (below 0.1 MeV)
nmounts to about 1,0% of the outpui beam for the
T-code and to less than 0.1% for the Z-code, Except
for the effect on the low-energy performance losses,
the code differences hav~ negligible impact on the
DTL , In simulations, nc particle lost in th~ DTL has
had energy greater than 4 MeV.

Summary and Conclusions

The output beam of the FMIT RFQ appears to
exhibit the expected b~havior in the transverse
coordinates of phase-space. In the longitudinal
coordinates KM, the twc dynamics codes give some-
what different results. A: present, we cannot fully
explain these differences, Twc known causes are:

1, The space-cbarqe impulses aro applied at
Cliffereilt lung’itucllndl PGslLlcms.

.,. Ti, einjtction of particies m,lr~ tham en
in p,lase from ~ bark into the bunch arr
hanclr,l differently.

W? know that the co es of thp bunche~ art’,a.,it(,
~i,mllflr. He arc activrly invest ~aatinc the codt,
diffrr(,n(e!, anrlOplleve th~t grpatpr ur,lerstsni!i,jq
WI1l rl?s llt from ccmpari~(ms of Ih@ twcl c(I(II’<,
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